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Abstract----Mobile adhoc networks provide communication 

between wireless nodes in the absence of fixed infrastructure. 

MANETs unlike wired networks because of lack of central authority 

and mobile nature are more vulnerable to attacks. Sybil attack is the 

type of attack in mobile adhoc networks in which attacker intrudes in 

the network and acts with multiple identities to disrupt the normal 

and trustworthy communication between nodes. In this paper a 

Novel mechanism is proposed that ensures the detection of both 

Simultaneous Sybil attack and Join and Leave Sybil attack in the 

network. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

OBILE Adhoc Networks are attacked more than wired 

networks because of their dynamic and versatile nature. 

As it is decentralized network there is no proper 

mechanism for verification of identities of nodes, so there is 

huge chance of malicious nodes to intrude in the network 

while hiding their identities and act on behalf of neighboring 

nodes, thus leaks important information and make information 

sharing between nodes harmful and risky for the 

network.Sybil attack like other harmful attacks in MANETs 

may cause real damage to the network. Sybil nodes send fake 

information about itselfto other nodes in the network, get 

information for other nodes and donot forward it to 

destination and create misunderstanding between normal 

nodes [1]. Thus, Sybil attack causes real damage to the 

trustworthy communication of the network. 

In this paper we have proposed a Novel mechanism for 

detecting Sybil attack in MANETs. The nodes in the network 

perform Hash function on their MAC addresses for detecting 

Simultaneous Sybil attack and regular comparison of hash 

ensures the true identity of node in the network. In case of 

Join and Leave Sybil attack a Sybil node join and then leave 

network and then again join network with different identity 

than the proposed technique of Request Threshold 

validationmechanism ensures to remove the Join and Leave 

Sybil attack. Thus our proposed technique gives complete 

solution for detecting Sybil attack in MANETs. 
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The paper has following organization: Section II describes 

the existing techniques for detecting Sybil attack in MANETs. 

Section III explains proposed technique for Sybil attack 

detection. Section IV summarizes the proposed work. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Douceur initially introduced Sybil attack [1] in the 

perspective of peer to peer network. He explained that for this 

attack there is no practical solution. The only method to get 

rid of Sybil attack is deployment of Trusted Certification. On 

the other hand, it has some drawbacks which are lack of 

scalability, expensive initial setup and one single point of 

failure. There is another assumption that every entity has one 

single identity which becomes hard to achieve on wide area 

network. 

Resource Testing: In this approach which was projected 

by Douceur, several tasks are spread to all nodes of the 

network for testing the resource of every node and to verify if 

the node has ability to complete these tasks [2]. Network 

bandwidth, storage ability and computational ability of a node 

is checked by this test. Sybil attack does not have many 

resources to carry out additional tests on every Sybil identity. 

There are mainly two disadvantages of this approach;firstly, 

in several applications very little Sybil identities are needed to 

launch an efficient Sybil attack. Secondly, the intruder can get 

hold of network resources like storage, network card, memory 

etc to complete malicious tasks. 

Trusted Devices:In trusted devices mapping of network 

entities and hardware devices is one-to-one. Which means that 

single hardware device like network card is vault to single 

network entity. Yet, there is no path to stop entity from 

getting assigned to several hardware devices. There is an 

admission control system and behavior based access called 

BARTER [4], in which nodes swap their profiles and then 

normal behavior of each node is estimated. Piro et al [5] 

proposed that by observing the dynamics of node which were 

exchanged primarily by nodes you can detect Sybil identities. 

Recurring Costs & Fees: In this loom, using resource tests 

identities are frequently re-validated. Every identity that is 

participating is charged a fee. For instance, recurring fee for 

every participating identity can be used as proposed by 

Margolin et al [6], for prevention from Sybil attackers and 

this recurring fee prevents from one -time charges. They also 

recognized that recurring fee can make a price to Sybil 

attacker that linearly increase with the whole amount of 

identities that are participating, On the other hand fee that is 

one-time incurs at stable cost only. Recurring fee is not only 

based on monetary mechanism of payment, but it can like 
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CAPTCHAs [7] that is non-monetary mechanism of payment 

and charges cooperation in network or short messaging 

service.  

Received Signal Strength (RSS) based Detection: This 

verification seems more capable among all the causes of being 

lightweight solution and also can be used without using GPS. 

Conversely, they sometimes require extra hardware like 

directional antennae, or extra overhead incurred due to 

periodic localization of nodes [8,9].  Here in distributed 

manner the nodes manage and share the identities of Non-

Sybil and Sybil nodes. 

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION 

Sybil attack intrudes in the network mainly because of 

mobility of nodes and lack of central monitoring or node 

validation device. There are two main types of Sybil Attacks: 

Simultaneous Sybil attack and join and leave Sybil attack.The 

proposed mechanism handles both attacks individually by 

dividing proposed mechanism in two sections Hash Function 

Mechanism for detecting Simultaneous Sybil attack and 

Request Threshold validation Mechanism for join and leave 

Sybil attack. The proposed hash function mechanism for the 

detection of Sybil attack solves the drawback of lacking 

central authentication in the network.Request Threshold 

validation mechanism do not allow nodesto compromise its 

identity in the network. The proposed mechanism can be 

elaborated as 

A. Hash Function Mechanism 

Hash function mechanism is proposed for detecting 

Simultaneous Sybil attack. In Simultaneous Sybil attack 

intruder uses multiple identities simultaneously for gaining 

additional information, resources and access in the network. 

The proposed hash function mechanism can be elaborated as 

1. Nodes Arrive in Network: 

In our proposed scheme, each individual node based on 

Hash function calculates Hash of its MAC address. To start 

with communication nodes send hello message that include its 

calculated hash key of MAC address. The receiving node 

receives hello message from neighbor and finds hash in it. If 

the message contains Hash along with it, it stores the Hash for 

that neighbor as its identity, in the other case if hello message 

is without Hash the message is discarded and node is rejected. 

The figure below depicts this scenario. 

 
 

2. Hash Comparison for the Detection of Sybil Node: 

Each individual node detects Sybil attackers by validating 

the Hash received alongwith message by neighbor, message 

can be keep alive messages, data transmissions and routing 

requests or replies. Afterreceiving message node gets Hash of 

sender and compares it with the previous Hash received in 

Hello message for the validation of its identity. If Identity or 

Hash differs to that of Hash recieved along with hello 

message than node is nominated as Sybil and node is blocked 

from any communication. Thus Hash mechanism detects 

Simultaneous Sybil attack that tries to obtain multiple 

identities for incorporating storage, bandwidth or computation 

of network resources. 
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If the node retains its previous Hash than node is a normal node     

and the communication process takes place within the network. 

B.  Request Threshold Validation Mechanism 

If a Sybil node in the network changes its identity and 

begins its communication with sending new beacon message 

with new identity than this type of Sybil attack is called Join 

and leave Sybil attack.Request Threshold validation Thresh 

hold Counter mechanism is defined for detection of Join and 

Leave Sybil attack in the following steps. 

1. Suspected Node Nomination 

According to the proposed mechanism routing table 

contains two extra columns as no of requests and number of 

request rejection for each communicated node. Each time 

node receives request by its neighbor it updates routing table 

for that MAC by increment in number of requests. If number 

of requests in time stamp increases the defined limit, than 

node is added to suspect list otherwise request is accepted. 

 

 

2. Rejection/ Blocking of Sybil Node 

When node receives request alongwith putting increment in 

counter it checks the nodes Hash in suspect list. If ID of node 

is in the suspect list than its request rejection rate in time 

stamp  is checked across the defined maximum rejection limit 

node is blocked and message of Sybil node detection is broad 

casted in the network. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have proposed Novel Mechanism for 

detecting Sybil attack in MANETs. The proposed mechanism 

detects both Simultaneous Sybil and Join and Leave Sybil 

attacks in network and mainly relies on two mechanisms for 

handling Sybil attack. First is Hash Function Mechanism and 

second is Request Threshold validation for the detection of 

Simultaneous and Join and Leave Sybil attacks in MANETs. 

In future the proposed Novel mechanism will be implemented 

and tested in network. 
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